TONELLI, Sig.ra Luigi, née Anna Nistri
Florence c.1763–1846
Portraitist in miniature and pastel, and watercolourist. At some stage before 1785 she married the violinist Luigi Tonelli (a noted virtuoso, he published a * Metodo completo pel violino con Ricordi in Milan c.1800*). She seems to have received her early training in Florence, possibly from Giuseppe Piattioli (a possible conversation piece of the family of Granduca Pietro Leopoldo, executed in collaboration with Piattioli and Giuseppe Fabbrini, is known from an engraving where her name is recorded as “Torelli”, perhaps a confusion with Sig.ra Torelli, née Lucia Casalini, painter and mother of the artist Stefano Torelli), dated 1785, by Giovanni Battista Cecchi and Benedetto Eredi.

Works such as the portrait of the collector Henry Blundell, who was in Rome in 1790 collecting marbles, are evidently closely connected with Hamilton, as is the portrait of Henry Blundell, who was in Rome in 1790 collecting marbles, are evidently closely connected with Hamilton, as is the portrait of the artist Stefano Torelli), dated 1785, by Giovanni Battista Cecchi and Benedetto Eredi.

With a view to their emigrating to the USA, praising the father, a violinist “the peer of any other”, the two children (born c.1789–90), and the mother who “sings and plays the piano like an expert; knows very well her own language, French, and English; draws and paints with excellent taste; is accomplished in embroidery and all needlework; and knows geography quite well.” Jefferson’s response highlighted the expense of living in a major city, which may have deterred the family; by 2.XI.1807 they were in Pisa with Mazzari, while in 1809 they seem to have settled in Florence. Mario Prac saw a pastel by Anna, dated 1812, in Florence. It is uncertain if she was the Signora Tonelli to whom Shelley tried to repay a debt in Florence in 1819, only to be told by a servant that the family had gone to England.
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